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GOOD THINGS HAPPEN WHEN YOU GET INVOLVED WITH PMI

CAPE COAST CASTLE

PROJECT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE, GHANA

GOOD CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE:

THE PANACEA FOR POVERTY REDUCTION
AND TRANSFORMATION
Rockson Kwesi Dogbegah

President, IoD-Gh

The presentation, “Good Corporate Governance: The Panacea for Poverty Reduction and Transformation”, by
Rockson Kwesi Dogbegah draws a connection between Good Corporate Governance and poverty reduction.
.
The author defines Corporate Governance by highlighting on the key objective and key principles of Corporate
Governance in organizations as well as the the relationship between the Shareholders, the Board, the Management,
employees and other Stakeholders influence and the impact on good Corporate Governance.
He mentioned that good corporate governance can help reduce poverty and promote transformation. This could
be done through the adaptation of Efficient Procedures, Visibility of Errors, Reduced Costs Smoother-Running of
Operations and a a culture that supports Corporate Governance compliance.
Good corporate governance with the right regulatory framework can improve incomes and decrease poverty.
Adherence to good corporate governance, can lead to the achievement of organisational objectives, ensuring
inclusive growth, and ultimately, reduce poverty.
For access to the full content kindly refer to the link below:
https://pmi-ghana.org/documents/downloads/113-good-corporate-governance-the-panacea-for-poverty-reductionand-transformation-final-1-0-1
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PERSONALITY PROFILE
Faisal Addae

Senior Project Manager at Software Group.
Vice President, Volunteering

Tell us about yourself in brief
(Personal, family, professional)
My name is Faisal Addae, Senior
Project Manager at Software
Group. I am married and blessed
with 2 boys. My hometown is at
Kodie in the Ashanti Region. I
hold BSc in Economics & Law
and also Masters in Business
Information Technology all from
Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science & Technology, Kumasi. I
have worked as Project Manager
at TextGenesys Limited, & IKAF
Technologies in Accra as well as
Smart Multimedia in Kumasi as
their General Manager. I have
also consulted and volunteered
for Ghana Red Cross Society,
YMCA Ghana and Maxim
Nyansah all in Accra for the
past 10 years. I am currently
serving as a board member (Vice
President, Volunteering) for the
PMI Ghana Chapter. In 2012, I
obtained my PMP certification
and afterwards went on to write
PMI-PBA and EXIN SCRUM
AGILE certifications respectively.
When did you become a PMI
and a Chapter member?
I joined PMI and became a
chapter member on the 3rd
January 2013 and 10th January
2016 respectively.
What Certification(s) do
currently hold with PMI?
PMP & PMI-PBA
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What inspired you or is inspiring
u for the certification(s)?
To
boost
my
professional
credibility and prestige as well as
continued learning.
How has PMI Global/Ghana
helped you in your Career?
Network
opportunities
and
knowledge sharing on industry
trends
Would you want to volunteer
for the chapter?
I am already a Volunteer,
occupying the position as Vice
President, Volunteering and a
Board member.
How many years of project
experience do u have?
Over 10 years
What do you have to say about
your
project
management
experience with PMI-GH overtime?
It’s been amazing and educative,
meeting all manner of people
in
diverse
fields.
Sharing
knowledge and learning from
each other through the chapter’s
programmes and conferences.
What has been your experience
with
the
recent
virtual
meetings?
It’s all about flexibility as the
chapter have done well with
virtual meetings which allows
connection from anywhere in

the world to allow members to
continuously synch with the
chapter programmes.
Tell us about a deadline you
missed and how you resolved
to avoid this?
I agreed with the project team
to change our technology into
a new one that have just been
introduced into the company.
It was believed that this new
technology is efficient and also
the fastest way of delivering the
project on time. It turns out that
the adopted approach became
our critical path, there by missing
out the delivery deadlines. I learnt
a lot through this approach and
since then I have been careful
with technologies not tried and
tested.
What drives you in your
professional life and in the PM
profession?
The impact of delivered project to
society.
If you could change one thing
about PMI-Ghana, what will
that be?
More of our members coming on
board as volunteers to help the
chapter grow.
What has been your role in any
change management process
you were once involved?
The key role was conducting
change impact analysis whiles

assessing and managing key
stakeholders.
Can you describe your role in
leading a change or managing
a change in your career?
My role was to evaluate the risk
of the change and providing
actionable guidelines on reducing
the impact.
What is the next step in your
career?
Enter into research involving IT
Projects.
What is your hobby?
Listening to Jazz music, playing/
watching football and reading.
What makes you unique?
Creative and adaptable
change.
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What advice do you have for
the young and old members of
the chapter?
Young Members: Be humble and
establish set of values
Old members: They should do
more through volunteering to
bring their experiences on board
that will raise the image of the
chapter high.
What is that one unique benefit
you would love to have as a
PMI Ghana Chapter member?
Build
relationships
with
professional mentors

HOW TO NAVIGATE A
VUCA WORLD FOR NEW
GRADUATES
By Teiko Sabah
Member, Secretary Committee- PMI-GH Toastmasters Club
September 2021

In November, I was priviledged to be
called to give the motivational speech at
my Alma mater, the College of Agriculture
and natural Resources of the KNUST.
My speech focused on how the young
graduate can navigate the current world
with passion and determination. I hope
you enjoy my speech
MOTIVATIONAL SPEECH FOR THE
55TH CONGREGATION OF THE
KWAME
NKRUMAH
UNIVERSITY
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
(COLLEGE
OF
AGRICULTURE
AND NATURAL RESOURCES) BY
MRS. REBECCA TEIKO SABAH ’01
, ESQ., PMP. NATIONAL DIRECTOR
OF DEVELOPMENT AMD SOCIAL
SERVICES OF THE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH OF GHANA
•
The Chancellor and Asantehene,
His Royal Majesty, Otumfuor Osei-Tutu II
•
The Chairman and members of
Council
•
The Vice Chancellor, Prof Rita
Akosua Dickson
•
The Registrar
•
Provost of Colleges
•
Members of convocation
•
Senior and junior staff
•
Graduating class of 2021!
•
Ladies and gentlemen
Let me begin by congratulating the
KNUST for the launch of your 70th
Anniversary celebration. This event, I
believe will provide an opportunity to
restrategise for the future of the university.
All teknocrats continue to be grateful for

what we learnt during our time here and
how that has shaped our lives.

years, I also contemplate on what has
stayed the same.

Class of 2021, It gives me much pleasure
to join you today as you enter a new stage
of your life - life after university. For some
of you, this will be your first adventure
into adulthood, having spent all of your
formative life in one school or the other.

In our time, we queued at the few pay
phones found at the entrance of the
halls of residence to make phone calls;
grappled with the fall outs of the Y2K and
gari, korkorr and beans had not yet been
re-branded as “Gobe”.

For others, this is a step up a ladder of
personal or professional aspiration, the
response to a dream for higher education
and the better life it promises.

20 years later, things have drastically
changed. With a click of a button, you can
travel to any country; learning has moved
online and our mobile phones are now
the greatest money making machines.

Whichever category you fit in, dear
Graduant, today is your day. You stand
on the cusp of your new life. Your hard
work has paid off. All the weary years,
all of your silent tears, on the stony
road and with the chastening rod. You
have overcome. Being here today is a
testimony of that fact.
Congratulations!
Ayekoo!
Mmo
M’oayaade! Class of 2021, you do All!
Did you know that only 17% of
Ghanaians have a tertiary degree? So by
this singular act of graduation, you have
joined an elite group. We welcome you to
the Club with open arms.
Nana Chancellor, I am always deeply
impressed whenever I have the
opportunity to walk through the imposing
gates of KNUST. The landscape, the
greenery and the general feeling of
peaceful serenity wows me. As I reflect
on how I have changed in the past 20

This lovely campus that nurtured me
and my classmates, and has nurtured
you, will continue to nurture more young
minds.
My point is that life is an ever changing
constant. We currently live in a world that
has been described by strategists as the
VUCA age. It is one that is characterised
by volatility, uncertainty, complexity and
ambiguity. Indeed, we are informed that
the current rate of change is so rapid that
technology now becomes obsolete in
less than five years.
Within this sea of constant motion, action,
noise and general entropy, you must find
your rudder. It is only with this rudder that
you can navigate the world around you
and your own progress for success.
A university degree is a passport for social
change and knowledge when used right,
changes the world for the better. This
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makes you, yes you, Graduating class of
2021 listening to me today, instruments
for social change. The ability to think, to
question the status quo, to analyse and
then to act and reflect, is the ultimate
social engineering tool.

My Dear Graduants, I wish to draw your
attention to the KNUST emblem. At the
very top sits a traditional Ghanaian pot,
with flames burning. The pot signifies a
storehouse of knowledge and the flames
represent the quest for knowledge.

You have gone through the rigourous
training that a University environment
promises. Both within the classroom
and through the social interactions you
have with your friends, classmates and
lecturers, your capacity for analysis and
reasoned action has been built. But there
is more for you to do.

This pot of knowledge, just like the Red
Pill, is a conscious choice you make
today. I urge you to continuously fan the
flames of knowledge and let them burn
away the ignorance, corruption and
poverty that is all around us. I urge you
to hold this pot firmly and never let the
flames of knowledge burn out. For these
flames burn not for themselves, but for
all others who fall outside the elite 17%.

Distinguished guests, you will agree with
me that the COVID 19 pandemic has
changed our world drastically. Economies
have shrunk, public health systems have
suffered and our culturally accepted ways
of socialising has changed. However,
the same COVID 19 pandemic has also
presented the world with opportunities
for innovation, creativity, learning and
growth.
There is the need to take advantage
of these opportunities to mitigate the
negative impacts – at personal, collective
and national levels. You must step up
to take your place in this charge. But
you are the only one who can decide to
participate in the process and make that
change; and the decision for change
must come from within.
In the 1999 movie the Matrix, Neo, the
protagonist, is given an opportunity to
choose between two pills. There is a
blue pill, when swalloed, that will ensure
that he continues to be oblivious to the
changing world around him.
The red pill, on the other hand, when
swallowed, will give him to courage to
question his convictions and take bold
steps in his quest for knowledge. Neo
chooses the red pill and swallows it. By
the end of the movie, Neo literally saved
the world. This may be just a movie, but it
has similarities in real life.
Today’s circumstances give you no or
little choice but to change, one way or
the other. Your life cannot be business
as usual. You cannot afford to close your
eyes to the challenges that plague your
country and your continent. The Blue Pill
is not an option. Your education gives you
the power to take bold steps and impact
your times.
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My brothers and sisters, hear me as I
share with you with three (3) tenets to
follow, in your bid to keep the flames of
knowledge burning brighter. They are:
1. Add value to your degree. Polish it’s
corners, learn hard from best practice,
build on a solid foundation of logical
reasoning and deduction.
2. Subtract negativity from your life.
You may fail sometimes, no! you will fail
sometimes. Rise from failure, asking
yourself, what can I do differently? Where
do I go from here?
3. Multiply your passions and your hopes.
Clarify what you are passionate about
asking yourself why you care so much
about a particular thing. You must find
your “why” to establish your “what”. In
my opinion, this is the single ingredient
to success. To facilitate this process,
ask yourself what makes you sad? What
makes you happy? What makes you
angry? Your answers to these questions
can make all the difference to your
journey ahead.
In conclusion, know that you are here
to make a difference and accept that
challenge. Being on this earth at this
point in time is not a mistake. The power
for change is in your hands. Go out and
make a difference to your generation.
The book of Deuteronomy has a prayer
of blessing that I wish to leave with you.
•
May the class of 2021 be blessed
in the city and blessed in the country
•
May the fruit of your wombs and
may your ideas be blessed

•
class of 2021 , May the crops of
your land, the young of your livestock be
blessed
•
May your baskets and your
kneading trough be blessed
•
May you be blessed when you
come in and blessed when you go out
•
class of 2021 , May the Lord
grant that the enemies that rise against
you will be defeated before you. They will
come to you from one direction and flee
from you in seven directions
•
And the Lord will send a blessing
on your barns and on everything you
put your hand to. The Lord your God will
bless you in the land he is giving you.
Ayekoo, Class of 2021
I thank you for you time.
A full video of the speech is found
https://youtu.be/s_WLudPyxlE?t=1341
The PMI-Gh Toastmasters Club meets
online every first and third Thursdays of
the month. Interested PMI-Gh members
should contact VP Membership Catherine

PMI GHANA INDUCTS NEW MEMBERS

Culturally, hospitality has been built into the fabric of every society. A delightful welcome for a
guest is expressed in words and in deeds. Akwaaba, to wit welcome, is the commonest welcoming
pleasantry one is likely to hear in the Ghanaian local parlance. You are also likely to hear Weozor,
Maraaba among others, depending on which part of the country your host hails from...
For more visit the PMI Ghana Chaper’s website
https://pmi-ghana.org/
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REQUEST FOR

SPEAKERS
FOR PMI GHANA CHAPTER MEETINGS

As part of it’s aim to educate, contribute to the proper adherence of project management principles
in sectors and also promote the chapter, the Events Portfolio is soliciting speakers for the PMI GH
monthly Chapter meetings.
Speakers are welcome from all sectors and can present on topics that span the project
management discipline.
If you are interested or wish to recommend anyone, kindly contact the VP for events at:
0244487953
vp.events@pmi-ghana.org
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FEBRUARY 2022
99TH QUIZ QUESTION FOR 2022
David Ahlijah
Eddie Tweneboah Koduah
Kennedy Kobina Donyong
Eric Banye
Cephas Konadu

101ST QUIZ QUESTION FOR 2022
Jasper Joshua Ketebuah
Evelyn Anane
Beatrice Ossei Gudom
Abena Aduful
Lawrence Avevor

100TH QUIZ QUESTION FOR 2022

102ND QUIZ QUESTION FOR 2022
Kelvin Adarkwa Yiadom
Jeffery Bafo Ampofo
James Kumah
Cornelius Ahianyo
Gilbert Abeiku Ahinful

Michael Ottou
Brownson Ateko
Azure Yaa Akanya
Maxwell Mensah Bedzina
Evelyn Anane
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NEW MEMBERS FOR FEBRUARY, 2022
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
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PMI ID

7466626
7753314
7354646
7160929
7444533
7853085
6482214
7461697
6764288
7524363
7461805
7674418
7612335
6901033
7757779
7747708
7664454
6562781
5732680
7249195
7700090
7837815
7181422

Name

Mr. Edward Ackon-Annan
Simon Adu
Eugene Allotey
Kofi Amaning
Ernestina Amponsah
Judith Anso Asiamah
Mr. Nana Yaw Assenso-Onyinah
Mr. Emmanuel Entsuah
John Fiifi Kwapong
Robert Kofi Lartey
Tess Lawson
Joshua Kobina Leveh
Nana Kwaw Manful
Obed Mensah
Laurel Mensah-Smith
John Mills
Gloria Nkrumah
Michael Obeng Duah
Mr. Samuel Osei
Adelaide Parker
Mr. Emmanuel Sodzi
Mr. Paul Tenkorang
Rosemary Twumasi

NEWLY CERTIFIED FOR FEBRUARY, 2022
Certification

No.

PMI ID

Member Name

1.

6777144

Gabriel Addy 			

PMP®

2.

6802252

Kofi Akodwaa-Boadi 		

PMP®

3.

7477845

Jeffery Bafo Ampofo 		

PMP®

4.

7461697

Emmanuel Entsuah 		

PMP®

5.

7524363

Robert Kofi Lartey, P.E.		

PMP®

6.

7152281

Richard Nartey 			

PMP®

7.

1316493

Abdul

PMI-ACP®

8.

6562781

Michael Obeng Duah 		

PMP®

9.

1399761

Eric Saka 			

PMI-RMP®

10.

1399761

Eric Saka 			

PMI-ACP®

Nasser, Sr.		

CHAPTER CREDENTIAL COUNT
Credential

Credential Count

PMP®
PMI-ACP®
CAPM®
PMI-PBA
AH-MC
DASSM
PMI-RMP®
OTF
PgMP
PMI-SP®
DASM
CD-MC
PfMP
OTI
OTO
ECC
AM-MC

704
20
15
7
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

TOTAL

775

PMI GHANA DIGITAL PLATFORMS

MEETINGS IN MARCH 2022
Every Tuesday,
7:30 – 8.30 PM GMT

PMI-GH Weekly Book Review
1.0 PDU

First and Third Thursdays
of the the month,
7:30 – 8.30 PM GMT

PMI-GH Toastmasters Club
1.5 PDUs

Friday, 25th March 2022
6:00 – 8.00 PM GMT

Monthly Chapter Meeting
2 PDUs

info@pmi-ghana.org
https://pmi-ghana.org/
https://www.facebook.com/
PMIGhanaChapter/
https://twitter.com/PMIGHChapter?s=09
https://www.linkedin.com/company/34587641/

Click here to visit the calendar for the Chapter.
https://pmi-ghana.org/events/view-event-calendar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytmZazMMMQ
https://instagram.com/
pmighchapter?igshid=tgba2j20hfvn

EDITORIAL TEAM
Abena Ayim - Chapter Secretary / Lead
Francis Oppang - Content Editor / Graphic Designer
Safia Assibi Sulemana - Content Editor
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